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We theoretically study the ground and many of the excited optically actives states of spatially direct
~intrawell! and indirect~interwell! quasi-two-dimensional excitons in InxGa12xAs/GaAs coupled double quan-
tum wells ~DQW’s! in quantizing magnetic fieldsB.2 T. The evolution of the eigenstates and oscillator
strengths with the perpendicular magneticB and electricE fields ~when, in particular, the direct-indirect
crossover and a number of anticrossings occur in the spectra! is studied. The results of the theory are in good
agreement with the recently obtained experimental data@L. V. Butov, A. Zrenner, G. Abstreiter, A. V. Pet-
inova, and K. Eberl, Phys. Rev. B52, 12 153 ~1995!#. The physical origin of the excitonic symmetric-
antisymmetric splittingsDX in DQW’s is discussed. It is shown that, in the wide-barrier regime,DX are
determined by the two-particle tunneling through the barrier and suppressed by the excitonic effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Excitons in symmetric coupled double quantum wells
~DQW’s! have been the subject of a number of
experimental1–10 and theoretical11–15 studies during the past
decade. In particular, the interest in these structures is con-
nected with a possibility to rearrange the exciton ground
state by applying external electric fieldsE : it is the indirect
~interwell! exciton that becomes the ground state at suffi-
ciently highE . Since the overlap between the electron (e)
and hole (h) from the different wells is diminished, radiative
lifetimes of indirect excitons are large~and can be controlled
by E , see, e.g., Ref. 7!. This opens an interesting possibility
to achieve critical conditions for excitonic condensation for
spatially separated electrons and holes16,6 ~see, also, recent
experimental work on type-II GaAs/AlAs coupled quantum
wells17,18 in high magnetic fields!.

The important parameter that determines many of the
properties of excitons in DQW’s~in particular, the details of
the crossover from the direct to indirect regimes inE), is the
tunnel barrier widthLb , which regulates the coupling be-
tween the wells. For a symmetric DQW~the two wells are
identical!, without the excitonic effects, each pair of~exactly
degenerate, in the absence of coupling! states splits to
the symmetric and antisymmetric states:zs(a)(ze)
56zs(a)(2ze) for e andjs(a)(zh)56js(a)(2zh) for h. The
single-particle symmetric-antisymmetric splittings
Da5Ea

(a)2Es
(a) @a5e,h# decrease exponentially with the

barrier width Lb . Thus, for sufficiently largeLb , Da are
much smaller than the difference in the Coulomb binding
energies of the direct,ED , and the indirect,EI , excitons:
De ,Dh!dEDI5ED2EI (dEDI→ED5const, whenLb→`).
In this limit, the excitons are indeed predominantly direct
(D) or indirect (I ) in nature. The exact symmetry of total
Hamiltonian @which includes the e-h interaction term
Ueh(ure2rhu)# implies that also the excitonic states should be

either symmetric,S, or antisymmetric,A, under asimulta-
neousinversion (ze→2ze ,zh→2zh). Thus, in order of in-
creasing energy, e.g., for the 1s exciton, the four excitonic
states appear: the symmetric direct SD, the antisymmetric
direct AD, the antisymmetric indirect AI, and the symmetric
indirect SI; only symmetric excitonic states are optically
active.13,15 Numerical results13,15 show that the two-particle
excitonic symmetric-antisymmetric splittingsDX are very
small; typically, DX!De ,Dh . Also, DX decreasewith in-
creasing the excitonic effects. As far as we know, the physi-
cal origin of this effect has never been discussed so far.
Below we will give an explanation of such a behavior, which
makes the underlying physics transparent.

For sufficiently thin barriers, the other limit is realized
De ,Dh@dEDI in which the excitons no longer have predomi-
nantly either direct or indirect character, but rather are
strongly mixed. Many of the features of this situation can be
understood in the single-particle approximation neglecting
excitonic effects~see, e.g., Refs. 2,5!.

In this paper, we theoretically study the effect of quantiz-
ing magnetic fieldsB on excitons in strained symmetric~or
nearly symmetric! In xGa12xAs/GaAs DQW’s. Such struc-
tures have a simple valence band~the light-hole subband is
split off, due to the strain!. This allows unambiguous identi-
fication of virtually all spectral lines in the region below
crossings with the light-hole terms. This should be contrasted
with the complicated magneto-optical spectra of
GaAs/GaxAl 12xAs DQWs,8 where valence band mixing
plays an essential role. A detailed experimental magneto-
optical study of Inx1Ga12x1

As/GaAs/Inx2Ga12x2
As DQW’s,

with the nominal valuesx15x2.0.2, L15L25Lb560 Å,
has been performed recently.10 There are several interesting
features, which InxGa12xAs/GaAs DQW’s exhibit inB. For
In xGa12xAs/GaAs structures, the wells are more shallow~in
comparison with GaAs/GaxAl 12xAs DQW’s!, and for bar-
rier widths Lb.60 Å at B50, the intermediate regime
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dEDI;De is realized~while Dh!De). With increasing mag-
netic field, the Coulombe-h attraction is enhanced. As a
result, the regime which is realized for the
In xGa12xAs/GaAs DQW is gradually changed inB toward
that characteristic for a wide-barrier DQW. This leads to the
redistribution of the oscillator strengths from the indirect to
direct exciton lines.

In addition to the ground direct 1s-D and indirect 1s-I
exciton states, at highB, a number of excited optically active
s-D and s-I states ~associated withne5nh[n51,2, . . .
Landau levels! have large oscillator strengths and are re-
solved experimentally;10 hereafter, we denote these states
Dn , I n , using the high-field notations. When, in addition to
B, the perpendicular electric fieldE is applied, there is a set
the direct-indirect crossovers for each group of theDn and
I n levels with a given Landau-level indexn. Further, a num-
ber of anticrossings between theDn11 , Dn21 and I n exci-
tons occur, which result in shifts and the redistribution of the
oscillator strengths. Our main goal is to quantitatively de-
scribe these features of the excitonic spectra in the DQW’s in
quantizing magnetic fields and compare the results with the
experimental data.10

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider strained InxGa12xAs/GaAs DQW’s with
x1 ,x2.0.2 and GaAs outer barriers. We will be interested
here in heavy-hole excitons and, thus, the split-off light-hole
band ~see, e.g., Refs. 19,20! is neglected. The Hamiltonian
describing the system in the perpendicular electric
E5(0,0,E) and magneticB5(0,0,B) fields can be written
as follows:

H5Hez1Hhz1H2D1Ueh[H01U eh, ~1!

where

Hez52
\2

2me

]2

]ze
2 1Ve~ze!1eEze , ~2!

Hhz52
\2

2mhz

]2

]zh
2 1Vh~zh!2eEzh ~3!

are the parts describing the freez motion. The confining
potentialsVa(z) @a5e,h# for the DQW are given by

Va~z!55
0, z,2L12

1
2Lb

2Va1 , 2L12
1
2Lb,z,2 1

2Lb

0, 2 1
2Lb,z, 1

2Lb

2Va2 ,
1
2Lb,z, 1

2Lb1L2

0, z.2L21
1
2Lb .

~4!

Here L1(2) is the left ~right! well width, Lb is the GaAs
barrier width, and the well depthsVa i5Va(xi) are19

Vei50.8DEg(xi), Vhi50.2DEg(xi), where DEg(xi)
5Eg(0)2Eg(xi) is the band offset, Eg(x)51.519
21.47x10.375x2 eV is the band gap of InxGa12xAs and we
adopt the following values of the effective masses:

me50.067,mhz50.35 ~see, also, Appendix!. Exciton ener-
gies are given relative to the GaAs bang gapEg(0).

Hamiltonian H2D , describing the in-plane two-
dimensional~2D! motion of a freee-h pair in the magnetic
field B, is of the form

H2D5
1

2me
S 2 i\¹re

1
e

c
AeD 21 1

2mhi
S 2 i\¹rh

2
e

c
AhD 2.

~5!

A5 1
2B3r is the vector potential in the symmetric gauge,

r5(x,y) andr5(r,z) is a 3D vector. Note that, in Eqs.~2!,
~3!, and ~5!, we assumed an isotropic dispersion for elec-
trons, while taking into account that the in-plane and the
perpendicular hole masses are differentmhiÞmhz ~see Ap-
pendix for the discussion ofmhi nonparabolicity!. In what
follows, we will neglect the difference of the effective
masses in the wells and in the barriers.

The part describing the Coulombe-h attraction, when the
difference in dielectric constants of GaAs (e1512.5) and
In0.2Ga0.8As (e2513) is neglected, has the usual form

Ueh5Ueh~ ure2rhu!52
e2

eure2rhu
, ~6!

where, e.g., it can be sete5(e11e2)/2. When the difference
betweene1 and e2 is taken into account, due to the image
potentials in a QW,Ueh(ure2rhu)→Ueh(ure2rhu;ze ,zh).
Below we will briefly discuss how these effects are incorpo-
rated into our model.

Our approach to finding the eigenstates of Hamiltonian
~1! is to diagonalize the part describing thee-h interaction,
Ueh , within the basis of noninteracting two-particlee-h
states in the DQWand in the magneticB and electricE
fields @i.e., using the eigenstates ofH0 in ~1!#. Such an ap-
proach proved useful in the problem of correlated quasi-two-
dimensional two-electronD2 centers in magnetic fields.21

First, let us discuss the properties and symmetries of
H0 , in which the 1Dz motions ofe andh decouple from
each other and from the in-plane motion. The solutions of the
1D Schrödinger equations

Hezz i~ze!5Ei
~e!z i~ze!, ~7!

Hhzj j~zh!5Ej
~h!j j~zh!, ~8!

corresponding to the two lowest-lying discrete states, which
exist for In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs DQW’s, we find numerically.
To avoid difficulties in dealing with the continuous spectra
when EÞ0, at sufficiently large distances from the DQW
(2002500 Å!, we impose boundary conditions correspond-
ing to infinite barriers. WhenE50 and the DQW is sym-
metric ~i.e., the two wells are identicalx15x2 , L15L2), the
discrete indicesi , j5s,a label the ground symmetric,s, and
the excited antisymmetric,a, single particlee andh states:

zs~a!~ze!56zs~a!~2ze!, js~a!~zh!56js~a!~2zh!.

The symmetric-antisymmetric single-particle splittings,
Da5Ea

(a)2Es
(a) , are physically related with the single-

particle quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier:
Da5Eaexp(2Sa)/p, where Sa5A2mazuEauLb /\ is the
~imaginary! action associated with the tunneling andEa is
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the energy level in a single well.22 Thus,Da exponentially
decrease with the barrier widthLb and strongly depend on
the particle massmaz . For the considered case of
In 0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs DQW, withL15L25Lb.60 Å, numeri-
cal calculations giveDe.4.9 meV andDh.0.6 meV;
Dh!De reflects the fact thatmhz50.35.me50.067. When
EÞ0 and/or the DQW is slightly asymmetric, the states la-
beled by the indicesi , j can be thought of as those devel-
oped from thes and a states with increasingE ~and with
changing the parameters of the DQW from the symmetric
case!.

HamiltonianH2D ~5!, describing the motion of a strictly
2D neutrale-h pair in a uniform fieldB, is effectively trans-
lationally invariant, despite the presence of the coordinate-
dependent vector-potentialsA(re), A(rh). In fact, there ex-
ists ~a gauge-dependent! exact integral of motion23,24

K̂5S 2 i\¹re
1
e

c
AeD1S 2 i\¹rh

2
e

c
AhD1

e

c
~re2rh!3B,

~9!

which plays the role of the momentum of the center-of-mass
motion for a neutrale-h pair in a uniformB24 ~see also Ref.
25!. In what follows, we will consider only optically active
K50 s excitons~the angular momentum projection of the
relative motionl z50).26 The wave function for such states
can be written as the following expansion:

CK50,s~re ,rh!5expS i @r3R#z

2l B
2 DFs~r;ze ,zh!, ~10!

Fs~r;ze ,zh!5 (
i , j51,2

(
n

Ai jnz i~ze!j j~zh!fnn~r!. ~11!

Here, l B5(\c/eB)1/2 is the magnetic length,
R5(mere1mhirh)/M is the center-of-mass andr5re2rh
is the relative in-plane coordinates,M5me1mhi ,

fnn~r!5^runn&5
1

~2pl B
2 !1/2

LnS r2l B
2

2 DexpS 2
r2l B

2

4 D
is the factored oscillator wave function~see, e.g., Ref. 27!,
Ln(x) is the Laguerre polynomial.~A similar expansion has
been used28 to study strictly 2D hydrogenic levels inB; see,
also, a review29 on optics of quasi-two-dimensional magne-
toexcitons and the references therein.! Note that thee-h pair
wave functionsfnn(r) describe the states that are bound by
the magnetic field @with the characteristic length
^nnur2unn&52(2n11)l B

2#. Thus, expansion~11! can be
considered as that using theexcitonwave functions. Note
also that~11! allows for the subband coupling~cf. the dis-
cussion in Ref. 13!.

We obtain eigenenergiesE and eigenfunctions of Hamil-
tonian ~1! by numerically solving the secular equation,

Det„@Ei
~e!1Ej

~h!1\vce~n1 1
2 !1\vch~n1 1

2 !2E#

3d i i 8d j j 8dnn81Ui jnn
i 8 j 8n8n8

…50, ~12!

wherevce5eB/mec, vch5eB/mhic, the matrix elements of
thee-h interaction are given by

Ui jnn
i 8 j 8n8n85^ i 8 j 8n8n8uUehu i jnn&

5E d2q

~2p!2 S 2
2pe2

«q DFi j
i 8 j 8~q!Dnn

n8n8~q!,

~13!

Dnn
n8n8~q!5

min~n,n8!!

max~n,n8!! S q
2l B

2

2 D un2n8u

3FLmin~n,n8!

un2n8u S q2l B
2

2 D G2expS 2
q2l B

2

2 D ,
~14!

whereLn
m are generalized Laguerre polynomials and

Fi j
i 8 j 8~q!5E

2`

`

dzeE
2`

`

dzh exp~2quze2zhu!

3z i~ze!z i 8~ze!j j~zh!j j 8~zh! ~15!

are the form factors corresponding to the wave functions of
the 1D z motion. Quadratures in Eq.~15! and then in Eq.
~13! are performed numerically; in our calculations we in-
clude from ten Landau levels atB512 T up to 36 Landau
levels atB52 T. It is interesting to note that the approximate
eigenvalues, which we obtain with a truncated basisN3N,
are upper bounds to the exact firstN s-exciton levels andall
~not only the ground one! would deepen with an increasing
number of statesN included in a secular equation~12!. This
is similar to the treatment ofD2 states and is due to the
generalized variational principle for the firstN levels ~see
Ref. 21 and the references therein!.

So far, we neglected nonparabolicity of the heavy holes
and the effects related with the image forces. To take, ap-
proximately, into account the former effects, we replace in
the secular equation~12! the energies of free heavy-hole
Landau levels in a parabolic band\vch@n1 1

2] by those for a
nonparabolic band,«ch(n). These are obtained using the
heavy-hole density of states mass and the experimentally de-
termined parameters~see Appendix!.

To take into account the potentials due to the image

forces, the factor (22pe2/«q)Fi j
i 8 j 8(q) in Eq. ~13! is re-

placed by

E
2`

`

dzeE
2`

`

dzhU~q;ze ,zh!z i~ze!z i 8~ze!j j~zh!j j 8~zh!,

~16!

where U(q;ze ,zh)5*d2r exp(2iq•r)U(uru;ze ,zh) is the
2D Fourier transform of the full two-particlee-h potential of
interactionU(uru;ze ,zh), which includes the potentials due
to the image forces. The explicit form ofU(q;ze ,zh) for a
DQW @which can be found analogously to the case of a
single QW~Refs. 30–32! or a semiconductor superlattice33#
will be presented elsewhere. Note that, for a symmetric
DQW, U(uru;2ze ,2zh)5U(uru;ze ,zh) and the inversion
symmetry is conserved. For the InxGa12xAs/GaAs DQW,
since the difference in dielectric constants is small~we adopt
the valuese512.5 for GaAs ande513 for In0.2Ga0.8As!,
the net resulting effect is also very small. For, e.g., the en-
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ergy splitting between the direct,D0 , and indirect,I 0 exci-
tons belonging to zero Landau levels, the inclusion of the
image potentials gives atB510 T a rather small~positive!
contribution of 0.2 meV.

The matrix elements for the interband optical transitions
are proportional to the probability amplitude of finding the
electron and the hole at the same site,

udu2;pcv
2 U E d3rCK50,s~r ,r !U2, ~17!

wherepcv
2 5u^cupuv&•êu2 is the interband momentum matrix

element. From~17!, we have

udu2;U (
i , j51,2

(
n

Ai jnF E
2`

`

dzz i~z!j j~z!Gfnn~0!U2. ~18!

Note thatfnn
2 (0)5(2pl B

2)21;B does not depend on the
Landau-level indexn and determines a strong dependence of
oscillator strengths onB. Also, for a symmetric DQW, only
states with the same inversion symmetry@zs(z)js(z),
za(z)ja(z)# give contribution to~18!. In terms of excitons
this means, as is known, that only symmetric excitons are
optically active@which is also evident from~17!#.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Exciton binding energies

We define the magnetoexciton binding energy as the ab-
solute difference in energy between a given excitonic state
and that of a noninteractinge-h pair from which it evolves
@i.e., with the same Landau-level quantum numbers
(ne5nh5n for s excitons! and the same spatial symmetry#.
The binding energies of the direct~indirect! excitons belong-
ing to zero Landau levels,ED(I )

(0) , for the symmetric
In xGa12xAs/GaAs DQW with L15L25Lb560 Å,
x15x250.194, are shown in Fig. 1. The energy splittings
between the symmetric and antisymmetric direct excitons,
DXD
(0)5EAD

(0)2ESD
(0) , and indirect excitons,DXI

(0)5ESI
(0)2EAI

(0)

are also shown. It is seen thatDXI
(0).DXD

(0)!ED
(0) , EI

(0) ~thus,
ESD(I )
(0) .EAD( I )

(0) and in notations we do not discriminate be-
tween them!.

The increase ofED
(0) with B is much steeper than that of

EI
(0) . It can be easily understood, since in the limit of high

magnetic fields, whenl B!e\2/mae
2, the asymptotic be-

haviors are ED
(0);e2/el B;B1/2, while EI

(0)

;e2/eAl B
21@Lb1L1#

2→e2/euLb1L1u ~for simplicity we
put hereL15L2).

Parameters R(n)5max(De ,Dh)/dEDI
(n) ~where dEDI

(n)

5ED
(n)2EI

(n)) determine a spatial character of excitons in the
z direction: the smallerR(n), the more strongly excitons are
predominantly direct or indirect. From Fig. 1, it is clear that
R(0)(B) is a decreasing function ofB; however, only at suf-
ficiently high magnetic fieldsR(0)!1. Thus, at zero and low
B, the intermediate-barrier regime is realized for the DQW’s
under study; with increasingB, a crossover to a wide-barrier
regime DQW occurs.

The binding energies of the excitons belonging to the first
Landau level and the corresponding symmetric-
antisymmetric excitonic splittings are shown in Fig. 2. It is

seen that~1! The binding energiesED
(1) , EI

(1) are smaller than
these for zero Landau level. It is explained by a larger extent
of the 2s exciton wave function in thex-y plane; for a
strictly 2D magnetoexciton, in the limit of high magnetic
fields ED

(1)5 3
4ED

(0) .25 ~2! Similar to the case ofn50 exci-
tons,ED

(1) is a more steep function ofB thanEI
(1) . ~3! Exci-

tonic symmetric-antisymmetric splittings DXI
(1).DXD

(1)

FIG. 1. The binding energies of the direct,ED
(0) , indirect,

EI
(0) , excitons belonging to the zero Landau levels and the corre-

sponding excitonic symmetric-antisymmetric splittingsDXD
(0) ,

DXI
(0) . The single-particle electron and hole symmetric-

antisymmetric splittingsDe , Dh ~which do not depend onB) are
also shown. For clarity,DXD

(0) , DXI
(0) , andDh are multiplied by a

factor of 5.

FIG. 2. The binding energies of the direct,ED
(1) , and indirect,

EI
(1) , excitons belonging to the first Landau levels. The correspond-

ing excitonic symmetric-antisymmetric splittingsDXD
(1) , DXI

(1) are
also shown.
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.DXI
(0) ,DXD

(0) . Both n51 andn50 excitonic splittings de-
crease with increasingB. An explanation of such a behavior
will be given below. ~4! The parameterR(1).R(0); this
means that magnetoexcitons associated with higher Landau
levels become predominantly direct or indirect at compara-
tively higher fields thann50 magnetoexcitons.

B. Transition energies and oscillator strengths versusB;
zero electric fieldE50

Theoretical results for the transition energies and oscilla-
tor strengths ofs excitons for a symmetric DQW, with
L15L25Lb560 Å, are shown in Fig. 3 and compared with
the experiment.10 Since the In contentx50.2 in the experi-
mentally used Ga12xIn xAs/GaAs DQW’s is only nominally
known, we choosex to ensure the coincidence of the theo-
retical and experimental10 values for theD0 line atB510 T.
Thus, chosenx turns out to bex50.194. No other fitting
parameters were used in the theory. Small dots in Fig. 3
represent antisymmetric excitons, which have vanishing os-
cillator strength~these are shown for clarity!. It is seen from
Fig. 3 that several terms develop inB forming a Landau fan;
we denote these by the quantum numbersDn , I n
(ne5nh5n) showing their predominant character in high
B.

In each pairDn , I n , with increasingB, a redistribution of
the oscillator strengthf ( f;udu2) to the direct line occurs.
For example, atB52 T theory givesf D0

/ f I053.2, while at

B512 T f D0
/ f I0513.1. This is explained by the crossover

to a wide-barrier regime in highB ~see also Ref. 15!. In
experiment10 a qualitatively similar behavior was observed
which, however, is not so steep withB as in theory.@A
situation is qualitatively similar, in regard to comparison of

theory and experiment, for the oscillator strengths of the zero
Landau-level excitons in a superlattice34 characterized~in
high electric fieldsE) by the Wannier-Stark indicesp50
~direct excitons! andp521 ~indirect excitons!.#

For terms belonging to higher Landau levels, such a re-
distribution of the oscillator strengthsI n→Dn occurs in
higher magnetic fields. This can be explained by the fact that
the parametersR(n) are larger for largern ~see the discussion
in Sec. III A!.

At lower fieldsB&4 T a behavior is complicated by a
number of anticrossings that occur in the spectra. Figure 3
shows, for example, that atB&3 T, the anticrossing between
theD1 andI 0 states occurs, which leads to a redistribution of
the oscillator strength from a~nominally stronger! direct
D1 state to~a weaker! I 0 line. Similar behavior takes place,
at slightly higher magnetic fields, for theDn11 and I n anti-
crossings.

Figure 3 shows that our theory gives a very good descrip-
tion of theD0 behavior versusB; a good agreement with the
experiment10 is also obtained for the indirect excitonic tran-
sitions I 1 , I 2 , I 3 . The theory, however, systematically un-
derestimates theI n-Dn energy splittings in comparison with
the experiment; the origin of this discrepancy is not fully
understood.„We believe that it can only partly be explained
by a systematic underestimation of the Coulombic effects in
our approach@see the discussion after Eq.~15! above#.… It is
also seen that the theoretical energies of the lines belonging
to higher Landau levels increase withB more steeply than in
the experiment. This suggests that either the electron mass
used (me50.067) is too light or the parameters describing
the heavy-hole in-plane dispersion and nonparabolicity~see
Appendix! are not completely adequate. It should be noted
that all these values are not known experimentally with high
precision.

Only symmetric excitonic states are optically active and
can be directly probed by interband optical measurements. In
reality, DQW’s can only be nominally symmetric: the well
widths can be effectively different, due to fluctuations and
the wells depths can differ from each other, due to a slight
difference in the composition of the semiconductor materials
which occurs during the growth. Thus, it is important to
study to what extent small deviations from the exactly sym-
metric case lead to observable consequences~see, also, Ref.
13!.

Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra for a slightly asym-
metric DQW with different In contentsx150.194 and
x250.196~still we use the same widthsL15L25Lb560 Å!.
For such a difference betweenx1 andx2 , the well depths for
electrons~holes! differ by 2.4 meV~less than 1 meV!. This
difference is enough, however, for the excitons developed
from the antisymmetric states to gain comparatively large
oscillation strengths~Fig. 4!. Broadening of lines10 does not
allow experimentalists, however, to discriminate such lines.

C. Transition energies and oscillator strengths
in electric fields E

Energies and oscillator strengths of excitonic peaks in
GaAs/GaxAl 12xAs DQW’s, as a function of applied external
voltage have been studied atB50 both experimentally2,3,5,7

and theoretically~see Ref. 13 and the references cited
therein!. The main qualitative feature in electric fields is that

FIG. 3. The magnetic field dependence of the exciton transition
energies and oscillator strengths for the symmetric
In xGa12xAs/GaAs DQW, with L15L25Lb560 Å,
x15x250.194 at zero electric fieldE50. The area of open circles
is proportional to the oscillator strength. Small dots show positions
of antisymmetric excitons with vanishing oscillator strengths. The
experimental data taken from Ref. 10 are shown by full symbols
connected by dashed lines.
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from the symmetric and antisymmetric indirect excitons hav-
ing zero dipole moments, two indirect excitons develop: the
excited stateI1 and the lower-lying stateI2. These have
large dipole momentsdz

6;7e(Lb1L1). At sufficiently
high E , after the anticrossings with the two direct excitons
D6 ~which also experience a splitting inE), it is the indirect
I2 exciton which becomes the ground state.

In quantizing magnetic fieldsB, a number of higher-lying
excitonic statesI n

6 belonging to higher Landau levels are
resolved experimentally in InxGa12xAs/GaAs DQW’s.10 At
a fixedB, with increasingE , many anticrossings occur in the
spectra betweenI n

2 (I n
1) indirect excitons and direct excitons

Dk , with k<n (k.n). Figure 5 shows the results of our
theory for the evolution of excitonic lines, withE at a fixed
magnetic fieldB510 T. In theoretical calculations, a sym-
metric DQW structure was considered. Theoretical results
are in reasonable agreement with the experiment,10 for the
behavior and positions of theD0 lines. Those for the ener-
gies of the higher-lyingn51 excitons do not coincide too
well with the experiment: the theory gives too larger split-
tings between free Landau levels~see the discussion in Sec.
III B !. Thus, the particular values of the electric fieldsE at
which ~anti!crossings occur are affected~see, for example,
the I 0

1-I 1
2 anticrossing in Fig. 5!. For this particular anti-

crossing,I 0
1-I 1

2 , theory predicts extremely small interaction
—the energy splitting and redistribution of oscillator
strengths — between these terms. This is because the two
excitons are essentially indirect in nature and have rather
different spatial properties~are strongly orthogonal!. Theory
predicts, at a higherE , a larger interaction between theI 0

1

andD1 excitons, which are less orthogonal. The enhance-
ment of theI 0

1 oscillator strength is visible in Fig. 5. This is
in complete agreement with the experiment~see Fig. 3 of
Ref. 10!.

It is also seen from Fig. 5 that, at intermediate electric
fields E53210 kV/cm, the theory gives smaller splittings
between the twoD0 lines than in the experiment. To check if

small asymmetry between the two wells can account for such
a discrepancy, we calculated spectra for a slightly asymmet-
ric DQW with the same parameters considered earlier in Sec.
III B ( x150.194, x250.196). The results~Fig. 6! show a
better agreement with the experiment, which probably indi-
cates small asymmetry in the DQW structures experimen-
tally studied in Ref. 10.

It is interesting to follow how excitonic spectra evolve
with the magnetic fieldB at different fixed electric fields
E . Figure 7 shows such an evolution forE517.2 kV/cm. At
this sufficiently high electric field and at low magnetic fields,
the low-lying excitons areI2 excitons, then a group of the
direct excitonsD lies and, next, the group of the indirect
excitonsI1 appears. With increasingB, Landau fan structure
develops, which leads to a number of anticrossings in the
spectra. Again,D-I n

2 andD-I n
1 anticrossings lead to visible

redistribution of the oscillator strengths~the enhancement of
indirect lines!, while virtually there is no interactionI2-I1

between indirect excitons. The theory is in excellent agree-
ment with the experiment for theD0 and I 0

2 transitions.
There is also satisfactory agreement for the~experimentally
resolved! direct linesDn , with n51,2,3,4.

Figure 8 shows the results of theory for the evolution of
the spectra withB at a lower fixed electric fieldE57
kV/cm. Here, at low magnetic fields, theI 0

2 exciton is the
ground state, as in Fig. 7. However, with increasingB, in
complete agreement with the experiment,10 a rearrangement
of the nature of the ground state takes place: it is the direct

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 for a slightly asymmetric DQW with
x150.194, x250.196 (L15L25Lb560 Å!. In contrast to a sym-
metric case, additional optically active states~evolved from anti-
symmetric excitons! appear in the spectrum.

FIG. 5. The comparison of theory for the electric field depen-
dence of the exciton transition energies atB510 T, for the sym-
metric DQW ~the parameters are the same as in Fig. 3!, with the
experimental data~the full symbols! taken from Ref. 10. The area
of open circles is proportional to the transition oscillator strength.
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exciton D0 , which becomes the ground state atB*10 T.
This is due to the fact that the negative contribution of the
e-h interaction to the total exciton energy is much more en-
hanced for theD0 excitons inB than for theI 0 ~cf. Fig. 1!.
~Note that this indirect-direct crossover is much more

smooth than that obtained14 for a DQW, with changing pa-
rameters of an additional lateral quantization produced by a
quantum dot.!

A number of other anticrossings are also evident in Fig. 8.
It is of interest that here, not only the oscillator strengths are
redistributed as in Fig. 7, but also a complicated behavior
~splittings of lines! is present. This is explained by the fact
that at lower electric fields direct and indirect states are less
orthogonal~e.g., direct statesD0 contain sufficient admixture
of indirect statesI 0). This makes the interaction between
states stronger. As an example, the theory predicts even a
small I 1

2-I 0
1 interaction.

D. Symmetric-antisymmetric excitonic splitting

The splittings between the symmetric and antisymmetric
~both direct and indirect! excitonic statesDXD

(n) , DXI
(n) belong-

ing to Landau levelsn50,1 are shown in Figs. 1, 2. Typi-
cally, DXD

(n).DXI
(n).0.4 meV, i.e., are very small and much

smaller than the electron single-particle symmetric-
antisymmetric splittingDe.4.9 meV~while, DXD~I!.Dh). It
is also seen thatDXD

(n) , DXI
(n) ~with fixedn) decrease whenB is

increased, and, at fixedB, DX
(0),DX

(1) @also,DX
(1),DX

(2) ~not
shown!#. Thus, there is a tendency that theexcitonic
symmetric-antisymmetric splittings becomesmallerwith in-
creasing the strength of thee-h interaction. Such a behavior
has been also revealed by numeric studies of excitons in
DQW’s atB50 of other authors~see, in particular, the be-
havior of the splittings versus lateral confinement atE50 in
Fig. 3 of Ref. 15!. Thus, generally, it can be said that the
excitonic effects suppress the symmetric-antisymmetric exci-
tonic splittings for wide-barrier DQW’s~and coupled sym-
metric quantum dots!. Below, we present a simple physical
explanation of this behavior. It can be extended, with modi-
fications due to the Pauli exclusion principle, for spatially
symmetric and antisymmetricelectronstates, e.g., in coupled
quantum dots.

FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5, for slightly asymmetric DQW~the
parameters are listed in caption to Fig. 4!.

FIG. 7. The evolution of excitonic transition energies and oscil-
lator strengths with the magnetic fieldB atE517.2 kV/cm, for the
symmetric DQW, with the parameters the same as in Fig. 3. Full
symbols are experimental data taken from Ref. 10. The area of open
circles is proportional to the transition oscillator strength.

FIG. 8. The evolution of excitonic transition energies and oscil-
lator strengths with the magnetic fieldB at E57 kV/cm, for the
symmetric DQW, with the parameters the same as in Fig. 3.
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To make underlying physics more transparent, let us con-
sider the situation in a sufficiently strong magnetic field, so
that the symmetricSDn and antisymmetricAIn exciton states
in the DQW can be constructed out of only thenth Landau
levels neglecting admixture of other Landau levels.35 The
wave functions of these states with the appropriate symmetry
under inversion (ze→2ze ,zh→2zh) and withK50, up to
inessential phase factor, can be written in the form@cf. Eq.
~11!#

FS
~n!~r;ze ,zh!5fnn~r!@a1zs~ze!js~zh!1a2za~ze!ja~zh!#,

~19!

FA
~n!~r;ze ,zh!5fnn~r!@b1zs~ze!ja~zh!1b2za~ze!js~zh!#.

~20!
Then, for a DQW, we deal with the two independent two-
level problems, i.e., the coefficients$a1 ,a2% and$b1 ,b2% are
to be determined from 232 secular equations, each giving
the two sets of solutions: the symmetric direct~indirect! ex-
citonsESD

(n) , FSD
(n) @ESI

(n) , FSI
(n)# and the antisymmetric direct

~indirect! excitonsEAD
(n) , FAD

(n) @EAI
(n) , FAI

(n)#. We are interested
in the excitonic symmetric-antisymmetric splittings
DXD
(n)5EAD

(n)2ESD
(n) andDXI

(n)5ESI
(n)2EAI

(n) in the two-level ap-
proximationDXD

(n)5DXI
(n)[DX

(n) . To reveal what physical fac-
tors are responsible forDX

(n) , let us go over to the combina-
tions

z1~2!~ze!5
zs~ze!6za~ze!

A2
, ~21!

j1~2!~zh!5
js~zh!6ja~zh!

A2
. ~22!

Under the appropriate choice of the phase factors of
zs(ze), za(ze) andjs(zh), ja(zh), the ~real! wave functions
z1(ze) @j1(zh)# describe the electron~hole!, which is pre-
dominantly in the left~1! well, while z2(ze) @j2(zh)# — in
the right ~2! well. Solving the corresponding secular equa-
tion, in the representation~21!, ~22!, we obtain a number of
the Coulomb matrix elements,

Wkl
k8 l 85E

2`

`

dzeE
2`

`

dzhE d2r
e2

eAr21~ze2zh!
2

3fnn
2 ~r!zk~ze!zk8~ze!j l~zh!j l 8~zh!, ~23!

where the indicesk,k8 ( l ,l 8)51,2 describe the electron
~hole! either in the left~1! or the right ~2! well; here and
below, we omit for brevity the Landau-level indexn.

Let us clarify the physical meaning of different matrix
elements:~i! W11

115W22
22[WD is the binding energy of the

direct ~intrawell! exciton, ~ii ! W12
125W21

21[WI is the binding
energy of the indirect~interwell! exciton; this is correct up to
exponentially small terms which can be neglected~as it will
be clear below!. ~iii ! W11

215W21
115W22

125W12
22[We correspond

to a process in which, due to the Coulombe-h interaction,
the initial direct state~in either the left or the right well!
transforms into the indirect exciton, due to theelectrontrans-
fer to the adjacent well;~iv! W11

125W12
115W22

215W12
11[Wh is

similar to ~iii !, but correspond to thehole transfer. ~v!

W11
225W22

11[Weh describe the process in which the initial di-
rect exciton in the right~left! well transforms to the direct
exciton in the left~right! well, due to asimultaneoustransfer
of e andh; ~vi! W12

215W21
12 describes the transformation be-

tween the two indirect excitons, also with a simultaneous
transfer ofe andh; clearly,W12

215W11
225Weh.

When the wells widthsL15L2 are kept constant, these
matrix elements behave rather differently with increasing the
barrier widthLb ~see Fig. 9 forn50 case!.WD is practically
independent onLb ~in fact, there is a very slight initial in-
crease ofWD with Lb, due to a decreasing leakage of the
wave function through the barrier!. WI decreases, for the
case considered, superlinearly withLb ~following the in-
creasing separation betweene andh in the indirect exciton!.
The matrix elementsWe , Wh andWeh fall off exponentially
with Lb . Figure 9 shows thatWe.Wh , which is due to the
fact that the barrier is more transparent for a lighter electron;
the matrix elementWeh is the smallest describing the two-
particlee-h transfer.

From the solutions of the secular equations, in the wide-
barrier regime, whendEDI[WD2WI@De ,Dh , we obtain
the excitonic symmetric-antisymmetric splitting in the form

DX52Weh1
1

dEDI
@DeDh12~DeWh1DhWe!14WeWh#

1OS De
3Dh

dEDI
3 D ~24!

@the leading remaining term is given for a situation of inter-

FIG. 9. The dependences of the Coulomb matrix elements Eq.
~23! ~given in units ofE05Ap/2e2/el B;B1/2, the binding energy
of the strictly 2D magnetoexciton in the zero Landau level, Ref. 25!
for a symmetric In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs DQW, with L15L2560
Å versus the barrier widthLb . The deviation ofWD

(0) from E0 is
connected with a quasi-two-dimensional character of the wave
functions involved into Eq.~23!.
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est, whendEDI.De@Dh , and Eq.~24! is still applicable#. A
physical interpretation of Eq.~24! is that the exciton
symmetric-antisymmetric splittingDX is determined, in a
wide-barrier regime, by thetwo-particle e-h transfer be-
tween the wells.

Indeed, the first term in~24!, 2Weh, describes adirect
process of a simultaneouse-h transfer, due to the Coulomb
e-h interaction. The remaining set of terms in brackets of Eq.
~24! describes all possible different processes of the second
order through an intermediate state: The first term,
DeDh /dEDI , corresponds to a successive transfer ofe and
h, due to the single-particle tunnelings through the barrier
with a formation of the intermediate state.@Which is the
indirect ~direct! exciton for the direct~indirect! exciton split-
ting. Thus, the energy denominatordEDI

21 appears.# Analo-
gously, the terms;(DeWh1DhWe)/dEDI describe the pro-
cess in which one particle is transferred, due to the single-
particle tunneling, while the other one — by the Coulomb
effects. Finally, the term;WeWh /dEDI is the successive
transfer ofe andh entirely due to the Coulomb effects. Con-
sidering the typical values forDe , Dh and the different Cou-
lomb matrix elements @Fig. ~9!#, we conclude that
DX.DeDh /dEDI , while other terms are negligibly small.36

~This formula, at highB, is in good quantitative agreement
with the results of full numerical calculations ofDX

(n) .) It is
now clear that it is due to the denominatordEDI

21 that the
excitonic effectssuppressDX .

One may argue that for semiconductor structures, the
long-range~dipole! part23 of the e-h exchangeinteraction
@though containing, at high B, a small factor
;(a0 /l B)

2!1 in comparison with the directe-h interac-
tion; a0 is the lattice constant# would give the matrix ele-
ments coupling the wells which fall off algebraically rather
than exponentially. It can be shown, however, that the cor-
responding matrix elements~for singlet magnetoexcitons,
e.g., in the zero Landau level!, analogous to~23! but between
states with a finite exciton momentumK , are

W̃kl
k8 l 8~K !5

um•K̂u2

el B
3 Kl Bexp~2 1

2K
2l B

2 !

3E
2`

`

dz1E
2`

`

dz2exp~2Kuz12z2u!

3zk~z1!j l 8~z1!j l~z2!zk8~z2!, ~25!

whereK̂5K /uK u andm5e*d3ruc* (r )ruv(r ) is the interband
dipole matrix element~cf. Ref. 37!. It is seen from Eq.~25!
that forK50 excitons, the matrix elements vanish~cf. with
the case of spherically symmetric quantum dots38!. Conse-
quently, there is no contribution of the long-range part of the
exchange interaction toDX . When a finite value of the mo-
mentum of excitons involved in the absorption or emission
of light is taken into account, the long-range exchange inter-
actions lead to a broadening rather than to a splitting of
lines.37

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have theoretically considered the binding energies
and optical properties of direct and indirect excitons in
In xGa12xAs/GaAs coupled DQW’s with simple valence
band in the perpendicular quantizing magnetic fieldB and
electric field E . The theory uses the expansion of
s-excitonic states in terms of orthonormal wave functions of
noninteracting quasi-two-dimensionale-h pairs in a DQW
and in the magnetic and electric fields. Such approach can be
also considered as a variational treatment of the first several
eigenstates and gives the upper bounds for the ground and
excited states. Theoretical results for the energies and oscil-
lator strengths are in overall good agreement with the experi-
mental data of Ref. 10. Also, the theory describes well both
the direct-indirect crossover~induced by increasingE at a
fixed B) and the indirect-direct crossover~induced by in-
creasingB at a sufficiently strong fixedE). Theoretical over-
estimations of the slopes of lines in the Landau fans at high
fields B suggest that possibly the used electron and hole
effective masses are too light and/or the parameters describ-
ing heavy-hole nonparabolicity~see Appendix! are underes-
timated.

We theoretically considered the nature of theexcitonic
symmetric-antisymmetric splittingsDX in symmetric
DQW’s. It was shown that, in a wide-barrier regime, atwo-
particle e-h transfer between the two wells forming a DQW
structure determinesDX . An explanation was given to a fact
that the excitonic effects suppressDX . This picture is also
relevant, with modifications due to the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple, for spatially symmetric and antisymmetric electron
states, e.g., in coupled quantum dots.
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APPENDIX: NONPARABOLICITY

In the presence of nonparabolicity, which is mainly due to
the effect of the split-off light-hole subband, the in-plane
energy-dependent density of state heavy-hole mass can be
described asmhi(«)5mh0(112C«/D), wheremh0 is the
mass at zero energy,D is the energy splitting~in meV! be-
tween the heavy- and light-hole subbands, andC is constant
of order unity ~see Ref. 20 and the references therein!;
strictly speaking, this formula is applicable when«!D. We
adopt the following values for these parameters:
mh050.08m0 , D533 meV,C51.7.20 To obtain the posi-
tions of Landau levels, we first determine the energies«n ,
n50,1,2, . . . separating in« space the regions, which con-
tainN 05(2pl B

2)21 states~i.e., the number of states in one
Landau level per unit area!

«050, ~A1!
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«n115
@112A~ 1

2A«n
21«n1\v0!#

1/221

A
, ~A2!

whereA[2C/D and\v05\eB/mh0c is the bare cyclotron
energy. The positions of free heavy-hole Landau levels in the
presence of nonparabolicity are then determined as

«ch~n!5
«n111«n

2
, n50,1,2, . . . . ~A3!

Clearly, such a consideration may be applicable only below
the region of energies where crossings with the light-hole
terms occur.
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